FANSONLY

Checking Likes? That's a pimp tool
Making exploitation acceptable and normalized

THIS IS ALSO GENERATIONAL DYNAMICS
FAMILIAL AND GANG TRAFFICKING

SOMETIMES YOU LEAVE A FAMILY FOR A CLIQUE TO HAVE RELATIONSHIPS

UNFORTUNATELY REMOVING FEAR OF TRAFFICKERS
SAFE HARBOR LEGISLATION
LACK OF ARRESTS UNDER 25

POWER
FEAR
HIERARCHY
VIOLENCE
DRUG USE
VICTIMS STAY WITHIN

TERESA FORLITI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TONIQUE AYLER, AAS
PERMANENT HOUSING ADVOCATE,

ANASTASIA KRAMLINGER
SAFE HARBOR PROGRAM MANAGER

MINNESOTA
BREACING FREE
SURVIVOR LED

FRAUD
COERCION
FORCE

IMMIGRANT POPULATIONS--NEWLY ESTABLISHED GANGS--
CLIQUE FOCUS ON A TYPE OF GIRL--RIVALRIES--RARE

COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
ONLINE PORNOGRAPHY
DANCE
NUDE MASSAGE
ESCORTS
PHONE SEX
PARTNERSHIP
SURVIVAL SEX
SELLING GOODS
FETISH SERVICES

FAMILIAL AND GANG TRAFFICKING DYNAMICS

FAMILY TIES AND COMMUNICATION AFTER "THE LIFE"
SNAPSHOTS AND BUILT RELATIONSHIPS THAT PROTECT VICTIMS FROM TRAFFICKING

FAMILIAL INTERVENTION: METHODS THAT REMOVE BLAME FROM VICTIM

Family protected me in my youth while THEY still lived the life

GANGS OF ALL RACES: WHITE, ASIAN, BLACK, INDIGENOUS, OTHER IMMIGRANT

SAFE HARBOR LEGISLATION
LACK OF ARRESTS UNDER 25
UNFORTUNATELY REMOVING FEAR OF TRAFFICKERS

POVERTY
GENERATIONAL TRAUMA

LITTLE DIFFERENCE

Jimmy, wife-in-law (shares same pimp as you)

CO-PIMP (pimp's brother or trusted relationship)

FAMILIAL KNOWLEDGE AND EXPOSURE

THREAT TRAFFICKING CAN BECOME A FAMILY BUSINESS

POWER
FEAR
HIERARCHY
VIOLENCE
DRUG USE
VICTIMS STAY WITHIN

PLAYERS
GETTING OUT IS WHAT WE HELP OUR KIDS DO!

PIMP
DADDY
BOYFRIEND
MARK
TRICK
JOHN
GENTLEMAN PATRON

VICTIM

GETTING OUT IS OFTEN HARD TO GET OUT
SOMETIMES YOU LEAVE A FAMILY FOR A CLIQUE TO HAVE RELATIONSHIPS

OUT IS OFTEN HARD TO GET OUT

FAMILY PROTECTED ME IN MY YOUTH WHILE THEY STILL LIVED THE LIFE

STATE ACTION. NATIONAL CHANGE.

BREAKING FREE
SURVIVOR LED

ANASTASIA KRAMLINGER
SAFE HARBOR PROGRAM MANAGER

TONIQUE AYLER, AAS
PERMANENT HOUSING ADVOCATE,

TERESA FORLITI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR